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Empirical Risk Minimization with Relative Entropy
Regularization: Optimality and Sensitivity Analysis

Samir M. Perlaza, Gaetan Bisson, Iñaki Esnaola, Alain Jean-Marie, and Stefano Rini

Abstract—The optimality and sensitivity of the empirical risk
minimization problem with relative entropy regularization
(ERM-RER) are investigated for the case in which the reference
is a σ-finite measure instead of a probability measure. This
generalization allows for a larger degree of flexibility in the
incorporation of prior knowledge over the set of models. In
this setting, the interplay of the regularization parameter, the
reference measure, the risk function, and the empirical risk
induced by the solution of the ERM-RER problem is char-
acterized. This characterization yields necessary and sufficient
conditions for the existence of regularization parameters that
achieve arbitrarily small empirical risk with arbitrarily high
probability. Additionally, the sensitivity of the expected empirical
risk to deviations from the solution of the ERM-RER problem
is studied. Dataset-dependent and dataset-independent upper
bounds on the absolute value of the sensitivity are presented.
In a special case, it is shown that the expectation (with respect
to the datasets) of the absolute value of the sensitivity is upper
bounded, up to a constant factor, by the square root of the lautum
information between the models and the datasets.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of empirical risk minimization (ERM) [1], which
is strongly related to M -estimation [2], minimum contrast
estimation [3], and sample average approximation [4], appears
in numerous central problems in machine learning [5]. Among
the most popular methods for solving the ERM problem are
those based on the gradient. The stochastic gradient descent
algorithm [6] and its variants fall within this class of methods.
See, for instance, the literature reviews in [7], [8] and [9].
Other methods for solving the ERM problem are based on
constructing probability measures over the mesurable space
formed by the set of models. In these methods, the model is
sampled from a particular probability distribution and thus,
the figure of merit is the expectation of the empirical risk
with respect to such probability distribution. Methods such as
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Bayesian methods [10] and PAC-Bayesian methods [11], [12]
are typical examples. When a prior on the models is available,
a typical choice is to regularize the original ERM problem by
the relative entropy with respect to the prior. This problem
is know as the ERM with relative entropy regularization
(ERM-RER) and has been widely studied in the context of
statistical physics [13], [14] and information theory [15]–[19].
Often, the prior is in the form of a probability distribution.
Nonetheless, it has been shown that the ERM-RER problem
can be generalized to the case in which priors are in the form
of σ-finite measures [20]. In particular, when the prior is, for
instance, the Lebesgue measure or a counting measure, the
ERM-REM problem boils down to the well known problems
of ERM with differential and discrete entropy regularization,
respectively. See, for instance [21]–[23]. Interestingly, even in
the case in which priors are σ-finite measures, the ERM-RER
problem is shown to have a unique solution [20].

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, it introduces a
notion of optimality in probability for the ERM-RER problem,
which is reminiscent to a probably approximately correct
(PAC) guarantee [24]. More specifically, a solution to the
ERM-RER problem is said to be (δ, ε)-optimal if the set of
models that induce empirical risks smaller than δ exhibits
a probability higher than 1 − ε. Necessary and sufficient
conditions on the parameters of the ERM-RER problem for
observing a (δ, ε)-optimal solution are presented. Second, the
sensitivity of the ERM-RER problem is studied for a given
dataset. The sensitivity is defined as the difference between
two quantities: (a) the expectation of the empirical risk for a
given dataset with respect to a given probability measure P
on the set of models; and (b) The expectation of the empirical
risk for such dataset with respect to the measure that is the
solution to the ERM-RER problem. In particular, an upper
bound on the absolute value of the sensitivity is presented.
Such upper-bound is expressed in terms of the square root
of the relative entropy of P with respect to the probability
measure solution to the ERM-RER problem. As a byproduct,
it is shown that the expectation of the absolute value of the
sensitivity with respect to the probability distribution of the
datasets is bounded. In a special case, it is shown that such
bound is, up to a constant term, the square root of the lautum
information [25] between the models and the datasets. This
result is analogous to the results in [26]–[28], in which, under
certain conditions, the generalization gap is upper bounded by
a term that is proportional to the square root of the mutual
information between the models and the datasets.



The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the ERM and the ERM-RER problem. The solution to the
ERM-RER, introduced in [20], is discussed. Section III intro-
duces the notions of (δ, ε)-optimality, coherent measures, and
consistent measures. Necessary and sufficient conditions for
guaranteeing that the solution to the ERM-RER problem is
(δ, ε)-optimal are presented. Section IV introduces the notion
of sensitivity and presents upper-bounds on the absolute value
of the sensitivity of the ERM-RER problem. These upper-
bounds can be divided into two classes, dataset-dependent
bounds and dataset-independent bounds. The former hold for a
given dataset, whereas the latter hold for the expectation of the
absolute value of the sensitivity with respect to the probability
distribution of the data. Section V concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Empirical Risk Minimization

Consider three sets M, X and Y , with M⊆ Rd and d ∈ N.
Let the function f : M× X → Y be such that, for some
θ? ∈ M, there exist two random variables X and Y that
satisfy,

Y = f(θ?, X). (1)

The random variables X and Y jointly form the probability
space:

(X × Y,F (X × Y) , PXY ) , (2)

where F (X × Y) is a σ-algebra on the set X × Y , which
is assumed to be fixed in this analysis. The elements of the
sets M, X and Y are often referred to as models, patterns
and labels, respectively. A pair (x, y) ∈ X × Y is referred
to as a labeled pattern or data point under the following
condition.

Definition 1 (Data Point). The pair (x, y) is said to be a data
point if (x, y) ∈ suppPXY .

Several data points form a dataset.

Definition 2 (Dataset). Given n data points, with n ∈ N,
denoted by (x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . ., (xn, yn), a dataset is
represented by the tuple ((x1, y1) , (x2, y2) , . . . , (xn, yn)) ∈
(X × Y)

n.

The model θ? in (1), which is often referred to as the ground
truth model, is unknown. Given a dataset, the objective is to
obtain a model θ ∈M, such that, for all patterns x ∈ X , the
assigned label f(θ, x) minimizes a notion of loss or risk. Let
the function

` : Y × Y → [0,+∞) (3)

be such that given a data point (x, y) ∈ X ×Y , the loss or risk
induced by choosing the model θ ∈M is ` (f(θ, x), y). Often,
the function ` is referred to as the loss function or risk function.
In the following, it is assumed that the function ` satisfies that,
for all y ∈ Y , the loss ` (y, y) = 0, which implies that correct
labelling induces zero cost. Note that there might exist several
models θ ∈ M \ {θ?} such that ` (f(θ, x), y) = 0, which

reveals the need of a large number of labeled patterns for
model selection.

The empirical risk induced by the model θ, with respect to a
dataset

z =
(

(x1, y1) , (x2, y2) , . . . , (xn, yn)
)
∈ (X × Y)

n
, (4a)

with n ∈ N, is determined by the function Lz : M →
[0,+∞), which satisfies

Lz (θ) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

` (f(θ, xi), yi) . (4b)

Using this notation, the ERM problem consists of the follow-
ing optimization problem

min
θ∈M

Lz (θ) , (4c)

whose solutions form the set denoted by

T (z) , arg min
θ∈M

Lz (θ) . (4d)

The ground truth model θ? in (1) is one of the solutions to
the ERM problem in (4). That is, the model θ? in (1) satisfies
that θ? ∈ T (z) and Lz (θ?) = 0. Hence, the ERM problem
in (4) is well posed.

B. Notation and Assumptions

The generalized relative entropy is defined below as the
extension to σ-finite measures of the relative entropy usually
defined for probability measures.

Definition 3 (Generalized Relative Entropy). Given two σ-
finite measures P and Q on the same measurable space, such
that Q is absolutely continuous with respect to P , the relative
entropy of Q with respect to P is

D(Q‖P ) =

∫
dQ

dP
(x) log

Å
dQ

dP
(x)

ã
dP (x), (5)

where the function dQ
dP is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of Q

with respect to P .

In the following, given a measurable space (Ω,F ), the nota-
tion 4 (Ω,F ) is used to represent the set of σ-finite measures
that can be defined over such a measurable space. Given a
measure Q ∈ 4 (Ω,F ), the subset 4Q (Ω,F ) contains all
measures that are absolutely continuous with respect to the
measure Q. Given a set A ⊂ Rd, with d ∈ N, the Borel
σ-field over A is denoted by B (A).

A fundamental assumption in this work is that the function
¯̀ : M × X × Y → [0,+∞), such that for all (θ, x, y) ∈
M×X × Y ,

¯̀(θ, x, y) = ` (f(θ, x), y) , (6)

where the functions f and ` are those in (1) and (3), is Borel
measurable with respect to the measure space

(
M×X × Y ,

B (M)×F (X × Y)
)
.



C. Generalized Relative Entropy Regularization

Under the assumptions above, when models are chosen by
sampling from a probability measure over the measurable
space (M,B (M)), one of the performance metrics is the
expected empirical risk, which is introduced hereunder.

Definition 4 (Expected Empirical Risk). Given a dataset z ∈
(X × Y)

n, let the function Rz : 4 (M,B (M)) → [0,+∞)
be such that for all σ-finite measures P ∈ 4 (M,B (M)), it
holds that

Rz (P ) =

∫
Lz (θ) dP (θ), (7)

where the function Lz is in (4b). Then, when P is a probability
measure, the expected empirical risk induced by P is Rz (P ).

The ERM-RER problem is parametrized by a σ-finite measure
in 4 (M,B (M)) and a positive real, which are referred
to as the reference measure and the regularization factor,
respectively. Let Q ∈ 4 (M,B (M)) be a σ-finite measure
and let λ be a positive real. The ERM-RER problem, with
parameters Q and λ, consists of the following optimization
problem:

min
P∈4Q(M,B(M))

Rz (P ) + λD (P‖Q) , (8a)

s.t.

∫
dP (θ) = 1. (8b)

where the dataset z is in (4a); and the function Rz is defined
in (7).

The solution to the ERM-RER problem in (8) is presented by
the following lemma.

Lemma 1 (Theorem 2.1 in [20]). Given a σ-finite measure
Q ∈ 4 (M,B (M)) and a dataset z ∈ (X × Y)

n, let the
function KQ,z : R→ R ∪ {+∞} be such that for all t ∈ R,

KQ,z (t)=log

Å∫
exp (t Lz (θ)) dQ(θ)

ã
, (9)

where the function Lz is defined in (4b). Let also the set
KQ,z ⊂ R be

KQ,z,
ß
s ∈ (0,+∞) : KQ,z

Å
−1

s

ã
< +∞

™
. (10)

Then, for all λ ∈ KQ,z , the solution to the ERM-RER problem
in (8), denoted by P (Q,λ)

Θ|Z=z ∈ 4Q (M,B (M)), is a unique
probability measure whose Radon-Nikodym derivative with
respect to Q satisfies for all θ ∈ suppQ,

dP
(Q,λ)
Θ|Z=z

dQ
(θ) = exp

Å
−KQ,z

Å
− 1

λ

ã
− 1

λ
Lz (θ)

ã
. (11)

III. (δ, ε)-OPTIMALITY

This section introduces the notion of (δ, ε)-optimality. In
particular, the focus is on the conditions on the empirical risk
function Lz in (4b) and the parameters Q and λ of the ERM-
RER problem in (8) for observing expected empirical risks that
are arbitrarily small with arbitrarily high probability.

Definition 5. Given a pair (δ, ε) ∈ [0,+∞) × (0, 1), the
probability measure P

(Q,λ)
Θ|Z=z in (11), which is the solution

to the ERM-RER problem in (8), is said to be (δ, ε)-optimal,
if the set

Lz (δ) , {θ ∈M : Lz (θ) 6 δ} , (12)

with the function Lz in (4b), satisfies

P
(Q,λ)
Θ|Z=z (Lz (δ)) > 1− ε. (13)

For all δ > 0, it holds that T (z) ⊂ Lz (δ), with the sets
T (z) and Lz in (4d) and (12), respectively. Hence, from
Definition 5, it follows that the probability measure P (Q,λ)

Θ|Z=z

assigns probability (1 − ε) to a set that contains the models
that induce an empirical risk smaller than or equal to δ. In
view of this, it is interesting to identify the conditions on
the parameters Q and λ for which the solutions to the ERM-
RER problem in (8) are (δ, ε)-optimal. In the following, such
conditions are stated using the following definitions.

Definition 6. The σ-finite measure Q ∈ 4 (M,B (M)) in (8)
is said to be coherent if, for all δ > 0, it holds that

Q (Lz (δ)) > 0, (14)

where the set Lz (δ) is defined in (12).

In the case in which the σ-finite measure Q in (8) is coherent,
the probability measure P (Q,λ)

Θ|Z=z in (11) satisfies for all δ >
0,

P
(Q,λ)
Θ|Z=z (Lz (δ)) > 0. (15)

This is a consequence of the fact that the measures P (Q,λ)
Θ|Z=z

and Q are mutually absolutely continuous [20, Lemma 2.6].
On the other hand, when the measure Q is noncoherent, it
follows that Q (T (z)) = 0, which implies P (Q,λ)

Θ|Z=z (T (z)) =
0.

Definition 7. The σ-finite measure Q ∈ 4 (M,B (M)) in (8)
is said to be consistent, if the set

L?z,{θ ∈M : Lz (θ) = δ?} (16)

satisfies Q (L?z) > 0, where the function Lz is in (4b); and

δ? , inf {δ ∈ [0,+∞) : Q (Lz (δ)) > 0} . (17)

Note that when Q is coherent, δ? = 0, and thus, L?z = T (z),
with T (z) in (4d). Moreover, if Q is coherent and consistent,
then Q (T (z)) > 0. Using the elements above, the main result
of this section is presented by the following theorem.

Theorem 1. If the σ-finite measure Q ∈ 4 (M,B (M))
in (8) is consistent, then for all (δ, ε) ∈ (δ?,+∞) × (0, 1),
with δ? in (17), there always exists a λ ∈ KQ,z , with KQ,z
in (10), such that the measure P (Q,λ)

Θ|Z=z in (11) is (δ, ε)-optimal.

Proof: The proof is presented in [20, Theorem 3.1].



A stronger optimality claim can be obtained when the ref-
erence measure is consistent and coherent, as shown by the
following corollary of Theorem 1.

Corollary 1. If the σ-finite measure Q ∈ 4 (M,B (M))
in (8) is coherent and consistent, then, for all (δ, ε) ∈
(0,+∞)× (0, 1), there exists a λ ∈ KQ,z , with KQ,z in (10),
such that the measure P (Q,λ)

Θ|Z=z in (11) is (δ, ε)-optimal.

IV. SENSITIVITY

A performance metric to evaluate the deviations of the ex-
pected empirical risk Rz (Definition 4) from the probability
measure P

(Q,λ)
Θ|Z=z in (11) towards an alternative probability

measure P is the sensitivity, which was introduced in [20].
Deviations from the probability measure P

(Q,λ)
Θ|Z=z towards

an alternative probability measure P over the measurable
space (M,B (M)) might arise due to several reasons. For
instance, if new datasets become available, a new ERM-RER
problem can be formulated using a larger dataset obtained by
aggregating the old and the new datasets [29]. Similarly, the
parameters Q (the reference measure) and λ (the regularization
factor) in (8) might be changed based on side-information
leading to new ERM-RER problems and thus, to new proba-
bility measures. Other techniques different from ERM-RER
might also be used to obtain a probability measure over
the measurable space (M,B (M)), e.g., Bayesian methods.
Within this context, the sensitivity is a performance metric
defined as follows.

Definition 8 (Sensitivity). Given a σ-finite measure Q ∈
4 (M,B (M)) and a positive real λ > 0, let SQ,λ :
(X × Y)

n × 4Q (M,B (M)) → (−∞,+∞] be a function
such that for all datasets z ∈ (X × Y)

n and for probability
measures P ∈ 4Q (M,B (M)), it holds that

SQ,λ (z, P ) =

®
Rz (P )− Rz

Ä
P

(Q,λ)
Θ|Z=z

ä
if λ ∈ KQ,z

+∞ otherwise,
(18)

where the function Rz is defined in (7) and the measure
P

(Q,λ)
Θ|Z=z is the solution to the ERM-RER problem in (8). The

sensitivity of the expected empirical risk Rz due to a deviation
from P

(Q,λ)
Θ|Z=z to P is SQ,λ (z, P ).

A. Dataset-Dependent Bounds

The following theorem introduces an upper bound on the
sensitivity.

Theorem 2. Given a σ-finite measure Q ∈ 4 (M,B (M))
and a dataset z ∈ (X × Y)

n, it holds that, for all λ ∈ KQ,z ,
with KQ,z in (10), and for all probability measures P ∈
4Q (M,B (M)),

|SQ,λ (z, P )|6
√

2B2
Q,zD

Ä
P‖P (Q,λ)

Θ|Z=z

ä
, (19)

where the function SQ,λ is defined in (18); and the constant
BQ,z ∈ [0,+∞) is

B2
Q,z = sup

γ∈KQ,z

K
(2)
Q,z

Å
− 1

γ

ã
, (20)

with K
(2)
Q,z being the second derivative of the function KQ,z

in (9).

Proof: The proof is presented in [20, Appendix V].

In Theorem 2, the second derivative of the function KQ,z

in (9) plays a central role. The function KQ,z is continuous and
differentiable infinitely many times in (−∞, 0) [20, Lemma
2.8]. Moreover, from [20, Lemma 2.10], it follows that if
Θ is the random vector that induces the measure P

(Q,λ)
Θ|Z=z

in (11), with λ ∈ KQ,z , the empirical risk Lz in (4b) be-
comes the real random variable Lz (Θ) whose mean, variance,
and third cumulant are respectively K

(1)
z

(
− 1
λ

)
, K(2)

z

(
− 1
λ

)
,

and K(3)
z

(
− 1
λ

)
.

Theorem 2 establishes an upper and a lower bound on the
increase and decrease of the expected empirical risk that can be
obtained by deviating from the optimal solution of the ERM-
RER in (8). More specifically, note that for all probability
measures P ∈ 4Q (M,B (M)), it holds that,

Rz (P )>Rz
Ä
P

(Q,λ)
Θ|Z=z

ä
−
√

2B2
Q,zD

Ä
P‖P (Q,λ)

Θ|Z=z

ä
, and(21)

Rz (P )6Rz
Ä
P

(Q,λ)
Θ|Z=z

ä
+
√

2B2
Q,zD

Ä
P‖P (Q,λ)

Θ|Z=z

ä
. (22)

The following theorem highlights the fact that the measure that
minimizes the expected empirical risk subject to a constraint
in the relative entropy with respect to the ERM-RER optimal
measure P (Q,λ)

Θ|Z=z in (11) is also the solution to an ERM-RER
problem with parameters Q and ω, for some specific ω >
0.

Theorem 3. Given a σ-finite measure Q ∈ 4 (M,B (M)), a
dataset z ∈ (X × Y)

n, and a nonnegative real λ ∈ KQ,z , with
KQ,z in (10), consider the following optimization problem

min
P∈4Q(M,B(M))

∫
Lz(θ)dP (θ), (23a)

subject to: D
Ä
P‖P (Q,λ)

Θ|Z=z

ä
6 c, (23b)

with, c denoting a nonnegative constant; P (Q,λ)
Θ|Z=z the proba-

bility measure in (8); and Lz the function in (4b). Then, the
solution to the optimization problem in (23) is a probability
measure P (Q,ω)

Θ|Z=z satisfying for all θ ∈ suppP ,

dP
(Q,ω)
Θ|Z=z

dQ
(θ)=exp

Å
−KQ,z

Å
− 1

ω

ã
− 1

ω
Lz (θ)

ã
, (24)

with ω ∈ (0, λ] such that

D
Ä
P

(Q,ω)
Θ|Z=z‖P

(Q,λ)
Θ|Z=z

ä
= c. (25)

Proof: The proof is presented in [20, Appendix W].

B. Dataset-Independent Bounds

Consider a probability measure, denoted by PZ ∈
4
Å

(X × Y)
n
, (F (X × Y))

n
ã

, such that for all A ∈



(
F (X × Y)

)n
of the form A = A1 × A2 × . . . × An with

Ai ∈ F (X × Y) and i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, it holds that

PZ (A) =

n∏
t=1

PXY (At) , (26)

where the probability measure PXY is defined
in (2). More specifically, PZ (A) is the probability
measure induced by a random variable Z =
((X1, Y1) , (X2, Y2) , . . . , (Xn, Yn)), in which the n random
variables (X1, Y1) , (X2, Y2) , . . . , (Xn, Yn) are independent
and identically distributed according to PXY .

Let the set KQ, with Q ∈ 4 (M,B (M)), be

KQ =
⋂

z∈suppPZ

KQ,z, (27)

where the set KQ,z is defined in (9) and the probability
measure PZ is defined in (26). The set KQ in (27) can
be empty for some choices of the σ-finite measure Q and
empirical loss function Lz in (4b). Nonetheless, from [20,
Lemma 2.2], it follows that when Q is a probability measure,
then,

KQ = (0,+∞) . (28)

Using this notation, the following corollary of Theorem 2
provides an upper bound on the expectation of the sensitivity
with respect to the probability measure PZ in (26).

Corollary 2. Given a σ-finite measure Q ∈ 4 (M,B (M)),
for all λ ∈ KQ, with KQ in (27), and for all probability
measures P ∈ 4Q (M,B (M)), it holds that∫
|SQ,λ (z, P )|dPZ(z)6

∫√
2B2

Q,zD
Ä
P‖P (Q,λ)

Θ|Z=z

ä
dPZ(z),

(29)

where BQ,z is defined in (20); the probability measure
P

(Q,λ)
Θ|Z=z is the solution to the ERM-RER problem in (8); and

the probability measure PZ is defined in (26).

In the following theorem, the expectation of the sensitivity
with respect to the measure PZ in (26) is shown to have an
upper bound that can be expressed in terms of the lautum
information between the models and the data sets.

Theorem 4. Given a σ-finite measure Q ∈ 4 (M,B (M)),
for all λ ∈ KQ, with KQ in (27), it holds that∫ ∣∣∣SQ,λ Äz, P (Q,λ)

Θ

ä∣∣∣dPZ(z)

6

 
2B2

Q

∫
D
Ä
P

(Q,λ)
Θ ‖P (Q,λ)

Θ|Z=u

ä
dPZ(u), (30)

where the probability measure P (Q,λ)
Θ|Z=z is the solution to the

ERM-RER problem in (8); the probability measure PZ is
defined in (26); the probability measure P (Q,λ)

Θ is such that
for all A ∈ B (M),

P
(Q,λ)
Θ (A) =

∫
P

(Q,λ)
Θ|Z=z (A) dPZ (z) ; (31)

and the constant BQ satisfies

B2
Q = sup

z∈suppPZ

B2
Q,z, (32)

with BQ,z defined in (20).

Proof: The proof is presented in [20, Theorem 3.5].

Given a σ-finite measure Q ∈ 4 (M,B (M)) and a positive
real λ ∈ KQ, with KQ in (27), let Z and Θ be the random
variables that jointly induce a probability measure P

(Q,λ)
ZΘ

with marginals PZ in (26) and P
(Q,λ)
Θ in (31). Under these

assumptions, the right-hand side in (30) can be written in terms
of the lautum information [25] between the random variables
Z and Θ, which is denoted by L (Z;Θ). More specifically,
note that

L (Z;Θ) =

∫
D
Ä
P

(Q,λ)
Θ ‖P (Q,λ)

Θ|Z=z

ä
dPZ(z). (33)

In a nutshell, it can be concluded that the expectation of∣∣∣SQ,λ Äz, P (Q,λ)
Θ

ä∣∣∣ with respect to the measure PZ in (26) is
upper bounded by the lautum information between the random
variables Z and Θ, which represent the datasets and the
models, respectively.

V. FINAL REMARKS

This work focuses on a special case of the ERM problem in
which the random variables X and Y in (1) are such that
Y is deterministic given the ground truth model θ? and a
realization of the random variable X . That is, all data points
in the dataset z in (4a) are pairs of patterns correctly labeled.
A more practical case is that in which the random variables X
and Y satisfy Y = f (θ?, X) +W , for some random variable
W , which represents an additive noise. In this case, data points
in the dataset z in (4a) are pairs of patterns and labels that
are not necessarily correct (in the sense of (1)). Nonetheless,
the results presented in this paper can be extended to such a
case.
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